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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR QUIETLY BOOTING APPLICATION IN BACKGROUND, AND 
TERMINAL DEVICE

(57) A method for silently starting an application in
background includes: monitoring running statuses of ap-
plications on a terminal (S101); and when it is detected
that a first application exits running, determining whether
the first application is a silently started application; and
if yes, intercepting prompt information for the first appli-
cation, where the first application is any one of the appli-
cations on the terminal, and the silently started applica-

tion is an application recorded in a silent application list
(S103). According to this method, the prompt information
for the first application of the silently started application
is intercepted, so that a problem that it takes an exces-
sively long time to cold start an application and a problem
of unnecessary interference caused by the prompt infor-
mation to a user are resolved, thereby improving user
experience.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of com-
munications technologies, and in particular, to a method
for starting an application in background and a terminal
device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Android is a multitask system. In other words,
Android can run a plurality of programs at the same time.
Generally, it takes particular time overheads to start and
run a program. Considering this, to accelerate a running
speed, Android does not instantly "kill" a program that is
exited, so that when the program is run again next time,
the program can be rapidly started. As more programs
are reserved in the system, a memory size is definitely
insufficient. Low Memory Killer (LMK) is used to clear
related application programs when the system memory
size is less than a value, ensuring that the system main-
tains a particular amount of idle memory space.
[0003] The cleared application programs, when used
again, are cold started instead of being hot started, and
a start time is prolonged. For example, a start time of
WeChat changes from 0.5s to 2s. Currently, a common
method for increasing a cold start time of an application
preloading a process of the application in background.
When the application is used by a user next time, a start
speed of the application can be accelerated. However,
the following problem emerges: In a process of starting
the application in the background, different types of
prompt information, for example, a Toast toast, a permis-
sion selection box, a notification bar message, and a
floating window occur, and user experience is affected.

SUMMARY

[0004] A method and an apparatus for silently starting
an application in background and a terminal device pro-
vided in embodiments of the present invention are used
to resolve, to some extent, a problem that it takes an
excessively long time to cold start an application that is
cleared in background of an Android system, thereby not
only avoiding a cold start problem, but also avoiding a
problem of interference caused by different types of
prompt information to a user.
[0005] According to a first aspect, the present invention
provides a method for silently starting an application in
background, including:

monitoring running statuses of applications on a ter-
minal; and
when it is detected that a first application exits run-
ning, determining whether the first application is a
silently started application; and if yes, intercepting
prompt information for the first application, where the

first application is any one of the applications on the
terminal, and the silently started application is an ap-
plication recorded in a silent application list.

[0006] The silently started application is an application
that is restarted by a system in a manner not perceived
by a user.
[0007] In this way, when system memory of an Android
system is lower than a value, or when an Android system
clears, due to other reasons, applications reserved to run
in background, the method provided in this embodiment
of the present invention can prevent the applications from
being cleared. In this case, when the applications are
restarted, the applications are not cold started and an
excessively long start time is avoided, thereby improving
user experience. Moreover, according to the solution pro-
vided in this embodiment of the present invention, prompt
information for the application is intercepted when it is
determined that the application is a silently started appli-
cation, so that different types of prompt information do
not pop up to divert attention of the user in a process of
starting the application in the background, thereby im-
proving overall user experience.
[0008] With reference to the first aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation of the first aspect, before the deter-
mining whether the first application is a silently started
application, and after the monitoring running statuses of
applications on a terminal, the method further includes:

obtaining, when it is detected that a second applica-
tion exits running, a package name of the second
application;
obtaining a process name of the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion;
obtaining a process record of the second application
based on the process name of the second applica-
tion; and
restarting the second application based on the proc-
ess record of the second application, and recording
the package name of the second application into the
silent application list after the second application is
successfully started, where the second application
is any one of the applications on the terminal.

[0009] This implementation provides a generation
process of the silent application list. That is, when it is
detected that an application exits running, the foregoing
steps are performed on the application, to generate a list
of silent applications, or referred to as a silent application
list. The silent application list is used in subsequent ac-
tions to "determine whether the first application is a si-
lently started application". To be specific, when the first
application is recorded in the silent application list, the
first application is a silently started application, or when
the first application is not recorded in the silent application
list, the first application is not a silently started application.
The generation process of the silent application list may
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be obtained in advance for later use, or may be updated
in real time. This is not limited herein.
[0010] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation of the first aspect, in a second possible implemen-
tation of the first aspect, the obtaining, when it is detected
that a second application exits running, a package name
of the second application includes:
when it is detected that the second application exits run-
ning, detecting whether CPU load of the terminal is less
than a first preset threshold; if yes, detecting whether
effective memory of the terminal is greater than a second
preset threshold; and if yes, obtaining the package name
of the second application.
[0011] With reference to any one of the first aspect,
the first possible implementation of the first aspect, and
the second possible implementation of the first aspect,
in a third possible implementation of the first aspect, the
prompt information for the first application includes one
or more of the following information: a Toast toast, a per-
mission selection box, notification bar information, and a
floating window; and
the intercepting prompt information for the first applica-
tion includes:

intercepting different prompt information in the
prompt information for the first application in different
interception manners, where
an interception manner for the Toast toast is: modi-
fying an NMS (Notification Manager Service notifi-
cation manager service) module and skipping creat-
ing a toast.

[0012] Specifically, the modifying an NMS module may
be: modifying an import queue (enqueue Toast) function
in the NMS module, so that the import queue function is
directly returned without creating a toast.
[0013] An interception manner for the permission se-
lection box is: directly skipping an AMS (Activity Manager
Service activity manager service) module, and skipping
displaying the permission selection box.
[0014] Specifically, the directly skipping an AMS mod-
ule may be specifically: directly skipping a permission
selection box popup function in the AMS module, so that
the permission selection box is not displayed.
[0015] An interception manner for the notification bar
information is: modifying the NMS module, and directly
deleting the notification bar information.
[0016] Specifically, the modifying the NMS module
may be specifically: modifying an import notification (en-
queue Notification Internal) function in the NMS module,
so that the notification bar information is directly deleted.
[0017] An interception manner for the floating window
is: modifying a WMS (Window Manager Service window
manager service) module, and setting a window of the
floating window to be invisible.
[0018] Specifically, the modifying a WMS module may
be specifically: modifying a window visibility (set Win And
Children Visibility) function and an add window (Add Win-

dow) function in the WMS module, so that a window of
the floating window is invisible.
[0019] Therefore, the prompt information for the first
application is intercepted, so that different types of
prompt information do not pop up to divert attention of
the user in a process of starting the application in the
background, thereby improving overall user experience.
[0020] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation of the first aspect or the second possible imple-
mentation of the first aspect, in a fourth possible imple-
mentation of the first aspect, the obtaining a process
name of the second application based on the package
name of the second application includes:

obtaining information about the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion, where the information about the second appli-
cation includes: a version, a version number, a de-
veloper, and developer vendor information of the
second application; and
obtaining the process name of the second applica-
tion based on the information about the second ap-
plication.

[0021] According to a second aspect, an embodiment
of the present invention provides an apparatus for silently
starting an application in background, including:

a monitoring module, configured to monitor running
statuses of applications on a terminal;
a prompt information interception module, config-
ured to: when it is detected that a first application
exits running, determine whether the first application
is a silently started application; and if yes, intercept
prompt information for the first application, where the
first application is any one of the applications on the
terminal, and the silently started application is an ap-
plication recorded in a silent application list.

[0022] The silently started application is an application
that is restarted by a system in a manner not perceived
by a user.
[0023] In this way, when system memory of an Android
system is lower than a value, or when an Android system
clears, due to other reasons, applications reserved to run
in background, the apparatus provided in this embodi-
ment of the present invention can prevent the applica-
tions from being cleared. In this case, when the applica-
tions are restarted, the applications are not cold started
and an excessively long start time is avoided, thereby
improving user experience. Moreover, according to the
apparatus provided in this embodiment of the present
invention, prompt information for the application is inter-
cepted when it is determined that the application is a
silently started application, so that different types of
prompt information do not pop up to divert attention of
the user in a process of starting the application in the
background, thereby improving overall user experience.
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[0024] With reference to the second aspect, in a first
possible implementation of the second aspect, the ap-
paratus further includes: a silent application list genera-
tion module, configured to:

obtain, when the monitoring module detects that a
second application exits running, a package name
of the second application;
obtain a process name of the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion;
obtain a process record of the second application
based on the process name of the second applica-
tion; and
restart the second application based on the process
record of the second application, and record the
package name of the second application into the si-
lent application list after the second application is
successfully started, where the second application
is any one of the applications on the terminal.

[0025] In the apparatus provided in this embodiment
of the present invention, the silent application list gener-
ation module implements a generation process of the
silent application list. That is, when it is detected that an
application exits running, the foregoing steps are per-
formed on the application, to generate a list of silent ap-
plications, or referred to as a silent application list. The
silent application list is used by the prompt information
interception module to "determine whether the first ap-
plication is a silently started application". To be specific,
when the first application is recorded in the silent appli-
cation list, the first application is a silently started appli-
cation, or when the first application is not recorded in the
silent application list, the first application is not a silently
started application. The generation process of the silent
application list may be obtained in advance for later use
before the prompt information interception module per-
forms the foregoing steps, or may be updated in real time.
This is not limited herein.
[0026] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation of the second aspect, in a second possible imple-
mentation of the second aspect, the silent application list
generation module is further configured to:
when the monitoring module detects that the second ap-
plication exits running, detect whether CPU load of the
terminal is less than a first preset threshold; if yes, detect
whether effective memory of the terminal is greater than
a second preset threshold; and if yes, obtain the package
name of the second application.
[0027] It should be noted that in a preferred implemen-
tation, the first preset threshold may be 60%, and the
second preset threshold may be 800 M.
[0028] With reference to any one of the second aspect,
the first possible implementation of the second aspect,
and the second possible implementation of the second
aspect, in a third possible implementation of the second
aspect, the prompt information for the first application

includes one or more of the following information: a Toast
toast, a permission selection box, notification bar infor-
mation, and a floating window; and
the prompt information interception module is specifically
configured to intercept different prompt information in the
prompt information for the first application in different in-
terception manners, where
an interception manner for the Toast toast is: modifying
an NMS (Notification Manager Service notification man-
ager service) module and skipping creating a toast.
[0029] Specifically, the modifying an NMS module may
be: modifying an import queue (enqueue Toast) function
in the NMS module, so that the import queue function is
directly returned without creating a toast.
[0030] An interception manner for the permission se-
lection box is: directly skipping an AMS (Activity Manager
Service activity manager service) module, and skipping
displaying the permission selection box.
[0031] Specifically, the directly skipping an AMS mod-
ule may be specifically: directly skipping a permission
selection box popup function in the AMS module, so that
the permission selection box is not displayed.
[0032] An interception manner for the notification bar
information is: modifying the NMS module, and directly
deleting the notification bar information.
[0033] Specifically, the modifying the NMS module
may be specifically: modifying an import notification (en-
queue Notification Internal) function in the NMS module,
so that the notification bar information is directly deleted.
[0034] An interception manner for the floating window
is: modifying a WMS (Window Manager Service window
manager service) module, and setting a window of the
floating window to be invisible.
[0035] Specifically, the modifying a WMS module may
be specifically: modifying a window visibility (set Win And
Children Visibility) function and an add window (Add Win-
dow) function in the WMS module, so that a window of
the floating window is invisible.
[0036] Therefore, the prompt information for the first
application is intercepted, so that different types of
prompt information do not pop up to divert attention of
the user in a process of starting the application in the
background, thereby improving overall user experience.
[0037] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation of the second aspect or the second possible im-
plementation of the second aspect, in a fourth possible
implementation of the second aspect, the silent applica-
tion list generation module is further configured to:

obtain information about the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion, where the information about the second appli-
cation includes: a version, a version number, a de-
veloper, and developer vendor information of the
second application; and
obtain the process name of the second application
based on the information about the second applica-
tion.
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[0038] According to a third aspect, an embodiment of
the present invention provides a terminal device for si-
lently starting an application in background, including a
processor and a memory, where
the processor is configured to: monitor running statuses
of applications on a terminal; and when it is detected that
a first application exits running, determine whether the
first application is a silently started application; and if yes,
intercept prompt information for the first application,
where the first application is any one of the applications
on the terminal, and the silently started application is an
application recorded in a silent application list; and
the memory is configured to store the silent application
list.
[0039] The silently started application is an application
that is restarted by a system in a manner not perceived
by a user.
[0040] In this way, when system memory of an Android
system is lower than a value, or when an Android system
clears, due to other reasons, applications reserved to run
in background, the terminal device provided in this em-
bodiment of the present invention can prevent the appli-
cations from being cleared. In this case, when the appli-
cations are restarted, the applications are not cold started
and an excessively long start time is avoided, thereby
improving user experience. Moreover, according to the
terminal device provided in this embodiment of the
present invention, prompt information for the application
is intercepted when it is determined that the application
is a silently started application, so that different types of
prompt information do not pop up to divert attention of
the user in a process of starting the application in the
background, thereby improving overall user experience.
[0041] With reference to the third aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation of the third aspect, the processor
is further configured to obtain, when it is detected that a
second application exits running, a package name of the
second application;
obtain a process name of the second application based
on the package name of the second application;
obtain a process record of the second application based
on the process name of the second application; and
restart the second application based on the process
record of the second application, and record the package
name of the second application into the silent application
list after the second application is successfully started,
where the second application is any one of the applica-
tions on the terminal.
[0042] In the terminal device provided in this embodi-
ment of the present invention, the processor implements
a generation process of the silent application list. That
is, when it is detected that an application exits running,
the foregoing steps are performed on the application, to
generate a list of silent applications, or referred to as a
silent application list. The silent application list is used
by the processor to "determine whether the first applica-
tion is a silently started application". To be specific, when
the first application is recorded in the silent application

list, the first application is a silently started application,
or when the first application is not recorded in the silent
application list, the first application is not a silently started
application. The generation process of the silent appli-
cation list may be obtained in advance for later use, or
may be updated in real time. This is not limited herein.
[0043] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation of the third aspect, in a second possible implemen-
tation of the third aspect, the processor is specifically
configured to: when it is detected that the second appli-
cation exits running, detect whether CPU load of the ter-
minal is less than a first preset threshold; if yes, detect
whether effective memory of the terminal is greater than
a second preset threshold; and if yes, obtain the package
name of the second application.
[0044] It should be noted that in a preferred implemen-
tation, the first preset threshold may be 60%, and the
second preset threshold may be 800 M.
[0045] With reference to any one of the third aspect,
the first possible implementation of the third aspect, and
the second possible implementation of the third aspect,
in a third possible implementation of the third aspect, the
prompt information for the first application includes one
or more of the following information: a Toast toast, a per-
mission selection box, notification bar information, and a
floating window; and specifically, the processor is con-
figured to intercept different prompt information in the
prompt information for the first application in different in-
terception manners, where
an interception manner for the Toast toast is: modifying
an NMS (Notification Manager Service notification man-
ager service) module and skipping creating a toast.
[0046] Specifically, the modifying an NMS module may
be: modifying an import queue (enqueue Toast) function
in the NMS module, so that the import queue function is
directly returned without creating a toast.
[0047] An interception manner for the permission se-
lection box is: directly skipping an AMS (Activity Manager
Service activity manager service) module, and skipping
displaying the permission selection box.
[0048] Specifically, the directly skipping an AMS mod-
ule may be specifically: directly skipping a permission
selection box popup function in the AMS module, so that
the permission selection box is not displayed.
[0049] An interception manner for the notification bar
information is: modifying the NMS module, and directly
deleting the notification bar information.
[0050] Specifically, the modifying the NMS module
may be specifically: modifying an import notification (en-
queue Notification Internal) function in the NMS module,
so that the notification bar information is directly deleted.
[0051] An interception manner for the floating window
is: modifying a WMS (Window Manager Service window
manager service) module, and setting a window of the
floating window to be invisible.
[0052] Specifically, the modifying a WMS module may
be specifically: modifying a window visibility (set Win And
Children Visibility) function and an add window (Add Win-
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dow) function in the WMS module, so that a window of
the floating window is invisible.
[0053] Therefore, the prompt information for the first
application is intercepted, so that different types of
prompt information do not pop up to divert attention of
the user in a process of starting the application in the
background, thereby improving overall user experience.
[0054] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation of the third aspect or the second possible imple-
mentation of the third aspect, in a fourth possible imple-
mentation of the third aspect, the processor is specifically
configured to:

obtain information about the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion, where the information about the second appli-
cation includes: a version, a version number, a de-
veloper, and developer vendor information of the
second application; and
obtain the process name of the second application
based on the information about the second applica-
tion.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0055] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more
clearly, the following briefly describes the accompanying
drawings required for describing the embodiments or the
prior art. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the
following description show merely some embodiments
of the present invention, and a person of ordinary skill in
the art may derive other drawings from these accompa-
nying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a diagram of a logical architecture of a ter-
minal device according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a structural diagram of an apparatus ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
and
FIG. 4 is a structural diagram of hardware of a ter-
minal device according to an embodiment of the
present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0056] To make a person skilled in the art understand
the technical solutions in the present invention better, the
following clearly and completely describes the technical
solutions in the embodiments of the present invention
with reference to the accompanying drawings in the em-
bodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the de-
scribed embodiments are merely some rather than all of
the embodiments of the present invention. All other em-
bodiments obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the

art based on the embodiments of the present invention
without creative efforts shall fall within the protection
scope of the present invention.
[0057] Data structures and code described in the em-
bodiments of the present invention are usually stored in
a computer-readable storage medium. The computer-
readable storage medium may be any device or medium
that may store code and/or data to be used by a computer
system. The computer-readable storage medium in-
cludes but is not limited to, a volatile memory, a non-
volatile memory, a magnetic and optical storage device
such as a disk drive, a magnetic tape, a CD (compact
disc), and DVD (digital video disc), or other media that
can store code and/or data.
[0058] Methods and processes described in the em-
bodiments of the present invention may be implemented
by using code and/or data, and the code and/or data may
be stored in the computer-readable storage medium de-
scribed above. When the computer system reads and
runs the code and/or data stored in the computer-read-
able storage medium, the computer system can perform
the methods and processes described in the embodi-
ments of the present invention. In addition, the methods
and processes described in the embodiments of the
present invention may be included in hardware modules
or apparatuses. The modules or apparatuses may in-
clude but are not limited to, an application-specific inte-
grated circuit (ASIC) chip, a field programmable gate ar-
ray (FPGA), a dedicated or shared processor that runs
a particular software module or a segment of code at a
particular time, and/or another programmable logic de-
vice. The hardware modules or apparatuses, when acti-
vated, perform the methods and processes included
therein.
[0059] It should further be understood that, although
terms first, second, and the like may be used in this spec-
ification to describe various elements, the terms are
merely used to distinguish the elements from other relat-
ed objects. For example, a first application may also be
referred to as a second application, and similarly, a sec-
ond application may also be referred to as a first appli-
cation without departing from the scope of the present
invention.
[0060] The terms used in the description of the present
invention are merely for the purpose of illustrating specific
embodiments, and are not intended to limit the present
invention. The terms "a" and "the" of singular forms used
in the specification and the appended claims of the
present invention are also intended to include plural
forms, unless otherwise specified in the context clearly.
It should also be understood that, the term "and/or" used
herein indicates and includes any or all possible combi-
nations of one or more associated features.
[0061] FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of a method ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention. The
method 100 includes the following steps.
[0062] S101. Monitor running statuses of applications
on a terminal.
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[0063] S103. When it is detected that a first application
exits running, determine whether the first application is
a silently started application, and if yes, intercept prompt
information for the first application, where the first appli-
cation is any one of the applications on the terminal, and
the silently started application is an application recorded
in a silent application list.
[0064] The silently started application is an application
that is restarted by a system in a manner not perceived
by a user.
[0065] In this way, when system memory of an Android
system is lower than a value, or when an Android system
clears, due to other reasons, applications reserved to run
in background, the method provided in this embodiment
of the present invention can prevent the applications from
being cleared. In this case, when the applications are
restarted, the applications are not cold started and an
excessively long start time is avoided, thereby improving
user experience. Moreover, according to the solution pro-
vided in this embodiment of the present invention, prompt
information for the application is intercepted when it is
determined that the application is a silently started appli-
cation, so that different types of prompt information do
not pop up to divert attention of the user in a process of
starting the application in the background, thereby im-
proving overall user experience.
[0066] Based on the solution provided in the foregoing
embodiment, an embodiment of the present invention
further provides a method 200. The method 200 further
includes S102 before S103 of "determining whether the
first application is a silently started application", and after
S101 of "monitoring running statuses of applications on
a terminal". Specifically, S102 includes:

S1021. Obtain, when it is detected that a second
application exits running, a package name of the sec-
ond application.
S1022. Obtain a process name of the second appli-
cation based on the package name of the second
application.
S1023. Obtain a process record of the second ap-
plication based on the process name of the second
application.
S1024. Restart the second application based on the
process record of the second application, and record
the package name of the second application into the
silent application list after the second application is
successfully started, where the second application
is any one of the applications on the terminal.

[0067] The method 200 in this embodiment of the
present invention provides a generation process of the
silent application list. That is, when it is detected that an
application exits running, the foregoing steps S1021 to
S1024 are performed on the application, to generate a
list of silent applications, or referred to as a silent appli-
cation list. The silent application list is used in a subse-
quent step S103 to "determine whether the first applica-

tion is a silently started application". To be specific, when
the first application is recorded in the silent application
list, the first application is a silently started application,
or when the first application is not recorded in the silent
application list, the first application is not a silently started
application. The generation process of the silent appli-
cation list may be obtained in advance for later use before
the entire method 100, or updated in real time. This is
not limited herein.
[0068] It should be noted that, S1021 may be detailed
as follows: When it is detected that the second application
exits running, detecting whether CPU load of the terminal
is less than a first preset threshold; if yes, further detect-
ing whether effective memory of the terminal is greater
than a second preset threshold; and if yes, obtaining the
package name of the second application. In a preferred
implementation, the first preset threshold may be 60%,
and the second preset threshold may be 800 M.
[0069] In the foregoing embodiment provided in the
present invention, optionally, the prompt information for
the first application may include one or more of the fol-
lowing information: a Toast toast, a permission selection
box, notification bar information, and a floating window;
and
correspondingly, the step S103 of "intercepting prompt
information for the first application" includes:

intercepting different prompt information in the
prompt information for the first application in different
interception manners, where
an interception manner for the Toast toast is: modi-
fying an NMS (Notification Manager Service notifi-
cation manager service) module and skipping creat-
ing a toast;
an interception manner for the permission selection
box is: directly skipping an AMS (Activity Manager
Service activity manager service) module, and skip-
ping displaying the permission selection box;
an interception manner for the notification bar infor-
mation is: modifying the NMS module, and directly
deleting the notification bar information; and
an interception manner for the floating window is:
modifying a WMS (Window Manager Service win-
dow manager service) module, and setting a window
of the floating window to be invisible.

[0070] Therefore, the prompt information for the first
application is intercepted, so that different types of
prompt information do not pop up to divert attention of
the user in a process of starting the application in the
background, thereby improving overall user experience.
[0071] In the foregoing embodiment provided in the
present invention, optionally, the obtaining a process
name of the second application based on the package
name of the second application includes:

obtaining information about the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
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tion, where the information about the second appli-
cation includes: a version, a version number, a de-
veloper, and developer vendor information of the
second application; and
obtaining the process name of the second applica-
tion based on the information about the second ap-
plication.

[0072] The following describes in detail related techni-
cal details by using an Android architecture as an exam-
ple. A terminal device described in the embodiments of
the present invention may be a mobile phone, a tablet
computer, a portable media player, or another small-
sized electronic device having a digital media function.
[0073] FIG. 2 is a diagram of a logical architecture of
a terminal device according to an embodiment of the
present invention. Referring to FIG. 2, a hardware layer
of the terminal device includes a central processing unit
(Center Processing Unit, CPU), a graphics processing
unit (Graphic Processing Unit, GPU), and the like. Cer-
tainly, the hardware layer may further include a storage,
an input/output device, a memory, a memory controller,
a network interface, and the like. The input device may
include a keyboard, a mouse, a touchscreen, and the
like. The output device may include a display device such
as a liquid crystal display (Liquid Crystal Display, LCD),
a cathode ray tube (Cathode Ray Tube, CRT), holo-
graphic (Holographic), and a projector (Projector). An op-
erating system (such as Android and Firefox OS) and
some application programs may be run on the hardware
layer. The operating system includes a driver layer, a
kernel library layer and a framework layer. The driver
layer may include a CPU driver, a GPU driver, a display
controller driver, and the like. A kernel library is a core
part of an operating system, including an input/output
service, a core service, a graphical device interface, and
a graphics engine (Graphics Engine) that implements im-
age processing by a CPU, a GPU, and the like. The
graphics engine may include a 2D engine, a 3D engine,
a combiner (Composition), a frame buffer (Frame Buffer),
and the like. The framework layer may include a window
manager (Window Manager), a notification manager
(Notification Manager), a sensor manager (Sensor Man-
ager), a view manager (View Manager), and the like. In
addition, the host further includes an application layer.
The application layer may include a desktop (launcher),
a media player (Media Player), a browser (Browser), and
the like.
[0074] In addition, the application layer may include
various application programs such as a home (home)
screen, a media player, and a browser.
[0075] Based on the logical architecture of the terminal
device described above, the monitoring action described
in S101 in this embodiment of the present invention is
mainly used to: monitor application programs run on the
hardware layer of user equipment; and when it is detected
that an application exits running, further determine
whether the application is a silently started application;

and if yes, invoke hardware of the device to perform en-
coding, and modify a function in a corresponding module
to intercept prompt information related to the application.
[0076] In another embodiment provided in the present
invention, referring to FIG. 3, the monitoring function in
S101 and the determining and interception function in
S103 may be implemented by an apparatus 300. The
apparatus 300 mainly includes: a monitoring module 301
and a prompt information interception module 303. The
monitoring module 301 obtains application program data
from an application layer, to monitor an application pro-
gram. Specifically:

the monitoring module 301 is configured to monitor
running statuses of applications on a terminal.
the prompt information interception module 303 is
configured to: when it is detected that a first applica-
tion exits running, determine whether the first appli-
cation is a silently started application; and if yes, in-
tercept prompt information for the first application,
where the first application is any one of the applica-
tions on the terminal, and the silently started appli-
cation is an application recorded in a silent applica-
tion list.

[0077] The silently started application is an application
that is restarted by a system in a manner not perceived
by a user.
[0078] In this way, when system memory of an Android
system is lower than a value, or when an Android system
clears, due to other reasons, applications reserved to run
in background, the apparatus provided in this embodi-
ment of the present invention can prevent the applica-
tions from being cleared. In this case, when the applica-
tions are restarted, the applications are not cold started
and an excessively long start time is avoided, thereby
improving user experience. Moreover, according to the
apparatus provided in this embodiment of the present
invention, prompt information for the application is inter-
cepted when it is determined that the application is a
silently started application, so that different types of
prompt information do not pop up to divert attention of
the user in a process of starting the application in the
background, thereby improving overall user experience.
[0079] Based on the apparatus provided in the forego-
ing embodiment, an embodiment of the present invention
further provides another apparatus. Based on the appa-
ratus 300, the apparatus further includes: a silent appli-
cation list generation module 305. Specifically, the silent
application list generation module 305 is configured to:

obtain, when the monitoring module detects that a
second application exits running, a package name
of the second application;
obtain a process name of the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion;
obtain a process record of the second application
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based on the process name of the second applica-
tion; and
restart the second application based on the process
record of the second application, and record the
package name of the second application into the si-
lent application list after the second application is
successfully started, where the second application
is any one of the applications on the terminal.

[0080] In the apparatus provided in this embodiment
of the present invention, the silent application list gener-
ation module 305 implements a generation process of
the silent application list. That is, when it is detected that
an application exits running, the foregoing steps are per-
formed on the application, to generate a list of silent ap-
plications, or referred to as a silent application list. The
silent application list is used by the prompt information
interception module 303 to "determine whether the first
application is a silently started application". To be spe-
cific, when the first application is recorded in the silent
application list, the first application is a silently started
application, or when the first application is not recorded
in the silent application list, the first application is not a
silently started application. The generation process of
the silent application list may be obtained in advance for
later use before the prompt information interception mod-
ule 303 performs the foregoing step, or may be updated
in real time. This is not limited herein.
[0081] Further optionally, the silent application list gen-
eration module 305 may be specifically configured to:
when it is detected that the second application exits run-
ning, detect whether CPU load of the terminal is less than
a first preset threshold; if yes, further detect whether ef-
fective memory of the terminal is greater than a second
preset threshold; and if yes, obtain the package name of
the second application. In a preferred implementation,
the first preset threshold may be 60%, and the second
preset threshold may be 800 M.
[0082] In the foregoing embodiment provided in the
present invention, optionally, the prompt information for
the first application includes one or more of the following
information: a Toast toast, a permission selection box,
notification bar information, and a floating window; and
the prompt information interception module 303 is spe-
cifically configured to intercept different prompt informa-
tion in the prompt information for the first application in
different interception manners, where
an interception manner for the Toast toast is: modifying
an NMS (Notification Manager Service notification man-
ager service) module and skipping creating a toast;
an interception manner for the permission selection box
is: directly skipping an AMS (Activity Manager Service
activity manager service) module, and skipping display-
ing the permission selection box;
an interception manner for the notification bar information
is: modifying the NMS module, and directly deleting the
notification bar information; and
an interception manner for the floating window is: modi-

fying a WMS (Window Manager Service window manag-
er service) module, and setting a window of the floating
window to be invisible.
[0083] Therefore, the prompt information for the first
application is intercepted, so that different types of
prompt information do not pop up to divert attention of
the user in a process of starting the application in the
background, thereby improving overall user experience.
[0084] In the foregoing embodiment provided in the
present invention, optionally, the silent application list
generation module 305 is further configured to:

obtain information about the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion, where the information about the second appli-
cation includes: a version, a version number, a de-
veloper, and developer vendor information of the
second application; and
obtain the process name of the second application
based on the information about the second applica-
tion.

[0085] In still another embodiment provided in the
present invention, referring to FIG. 4, a monitoring func-
tion in S101 and a determining and interception function
in S103 may be implemented by a terminal device 400.
The terminal device 400 includes components such as
a radio frequency (Radio Frequency, RF) circuit 410, a
memory 420, an input unit 430, a display unit 440, a sen-
sor 450, an audio circuit 460, a wireless fidelity (wireless
fidelity, WiFi) module 470, a processor 480, and a power
supply 490. It may be understood by a person skilled in
the art that the structure of the terminal device shown in
FIG. 4 does not constitute a limitation on the terminal
device, and the terminal device may include more or few-
er components than those shown in the figure, or some
components may be combined, or a different component
deployment may be used.
[0086] The following specifically describes the compo-
nents of the terminal device 400 with reference to FIG. 4.
[0087] The RF circuit 410 may be configured to receive
and send signals in an information receiving and sending
process or a call process. Particularly, the RF circuit 410
receives downlink information from a base station, deliv-
ers the downlink information to the processor 480 for
processing, and additionally sends uplink data to the
base station. Usually, the RF circuit 410 includes but is
not limited to an antenna, at least one amplifier, a trans-
ceiver, a coupler, and the like. In addition, the RF circuit
410 may also communicate with a network and another
device through wireless communication. The wireless
communication may use any communication standard or
protocol, which includes, but is not limited to, a Global
System for Mobile Communications (Global System for
Mobile Communications, GSM), General Packet Radio
Service (General Packet Radio Service, GPRS), Code
Division Multiple Access (Code Division Multiple Access,
CDMA), Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (Wide-
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band Code Division Multiple Access, WCDMA), Long
Term Evolution (Long Term Evolution, LTE), an email, a
short messaging service (Short Messaging Service,
SMS), and the like.
[0088] The memory 420 may be configured to store an
operating system and an application program. The proc-
essor 480 runs the application program and the operating
system stored in the memory 420 to invoke a hardware
resource to perform various functions and data process-
ing. Specifically, the processor 480 may perform the ap-
plication program and the operating system stored in the
memory 420 to perform the method steps described in
FIG. 1, to implement corresponding functions. In addition,
the memory 420 may include a high speed random ac-
cess memory, and may further include a nonvolatile
memory, such as at least one magnetic disk storage de-
vice, a flash memory device, or another volatile solid-
state storage device.
[0089] The input unit 430 may be configured to receive
input digit or character information, and generate a key
signal input related to a user setting and function control
of a mobile device. Specifically, the input unit 430 may
include a touch panel 431 and another input device 432.
The touch panel 431, also referred to as a touchscreen,
may collect a touch operation of a user on or near the
touch panel (such as an operation of a user on or near
the touch panel 431 by using any suitable object or at-
tachment, such as a finger or a touch pen). In addition
to the touch panel 431, the input unit 430 may further
include the another input device 432. Specifically, the
another input device 432 may include, but is not limited
to, one or more of a physical keyboard, a functional key
(such as a volume control key or a switch key), a trackball,
a mouse, and a joystick.
[0090] The display unit 440 may be configured to dis-
play a system desktop or a graphical interface of an ap-
plication program. The display unit 440 may include a
display panel 441. Optionally, the display unit 640 may
be in a type of a liquid crystal display (Liquid Crystal Dis-
play, LCD), an organic lighting-emitting diode (Organic
Light-Emitting Diode, OLED), and the like. Further, the
touch panel 431 may cover the display panel 441. After
detecting a touch operation on or near the touch panel
431, the touch panel 431 transfers a touch event to the
processor 480, to determine a type of the touch event.
Then, the processor 480 provides a corresponding visual
output on the display panel 441 according to the type of
the touch event, for example, updates a graphical inter-
face currently displayed on the application program. Al-
though, in FIG. 4, the touch panel 431 and the display
panel 441 are used as two separate parts to implement
input and output functions of the mobile device, in some
embodiments, the touch panel 431 and the display panel
441 may be integrated to implement the input and output
functions of the mobile device.
[0091] The terminal device 400 may further include at
least one sensor 450 such as an optical sensor, a motion
sensor, and another sensor. As to other sensors such as

a gyroscope, a barometer, a hygrometer, a thermometer,
and an infrared sensor that may be further configured on
the terminal device, details are not repeatedly described
herein.
[0092] The audio circuit 460, a speaker 461, and a mi-
crophone 462 may provide an audio interface between
a user and the terminal device. The audio circuit 460 may
transmit an electrical signal, which is converted from re-
ceived audio data, to the speaker 461. The speaker 461
converts the electrical signal into a sound signal and out-
puts the sound signal. On the other hand, the microphone
462 converts a collected sound signal into an electrical
signal. After receiving the electrical signal, the audio cir-
cuit 460 converts the electrical signal into audio data, and
then outputs the audio data. After being processed by
the processor 480, the audio data is sent through the RF
circuit 410 to another user equipment or the audio data
is output to the memory 420 for further processing.
[0093] Wi-Fi belongs to a short-distance wireless
transmission technology. Although FIG. 4 shows a Wi-Fi
module 470, it may be understood that the Wi-Fi module
470 is not a necessary constitution of the mobile device
and may totally be neglected as required or replaced with
another communications module.
[0094] The processor 480 is a control center of the ter-
minal device 400, connects components of the entire ter-
minal device by using various interface and buses, and
performs various functions of the terminal device by run-
ning the operating system and the application program
stored in the memory 420. Although not shown in the
figure, the terminal device 400 may further include a cam-
era, a Bluetooth module, and the like, which are not fur-
ther described herein.
[0095] Based on the description of the components of
the terminal device 400, the following describes in detail
how the terminal device 400 is specifically applied to si-
lently start an application in background. The processor
480 is configured to: monitor running statuses of appli-
cations on a terminal; and when it is detected that a first
application exits running, determine whether the first ap-
plication is a silently started application; and if yes, inter-
cept prompt information for the first application, where
the first application is any one of the applications on the
terminal, and the silently started application is an appli-
cation recorded in a silent application list.
[0096] The memory 420 is configured to store the silent
application list.
[0097] The silently started application is an application
that is restarted by a system in a manner not perceived
by a user.
[0098] In this way, when system memory of an Android
system is lower than a value, or when an Android system
clears, due to other reasons, applications reserved to run
in background, the terminal device provided in this em-
bodiment of the present invention can prevent the appli-
cations from being cleared. In this case, when the appli-
cations are restarted, the applications are not cold started
and an excessively long start time is avoided, thereby
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improving user experience. Moreover, according to the
terminal device provided in this embodiment of the
present invention, prompt information for the application
is intercepted when it is determined that the application
is a silently started application, so that different types of
prompt information do not pop up to divert attention of
the user in a process of starting the application in the
background, thereby improving overall user experience.
[0099] Based on the terminal device provided in the
foregoing embodiment, further, the processor 480 of the
terminal device 400 is further configured to:

obtain, when it is detected that a second application
exits running, a package name of the second appli-
cation;
obtain a process name of the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion;
obtain a process record of the second application
based on the process name of the second applica-
tion; and
restart the second application based on the process
record of the second application, and record the
package name of the second application into the si-
lent application list after the second application is
successfully started, where the second application
is any one of the applications on the terminal.

[0100] In the terminal device provided in this embodi-
ment of the present invention, the processor 480 imple-
ments a generation process of the silent application list.
That is, when it is detected that an application exits run-
ning, the foregoing steps are performed on the applica-
tion, to generate a list of silent applications, or referred
to as a silent application list. The silent application list is
used by the processor 480 to "determine whether the first
application is a silently started application". To be spe-
cific, when the first application is recorded in the silent
application list, the first application is a silently started
application, or when the first application is not recorded
in the silent application list, the first application is not a
silently started application. The generation process of
the silent application list may be obtained in advance for
later use, or may be updated in real time. This is not
limited herein.
[0101] Further, optionally, the processor 480 may be
specifically configured to: when it is detected that the
second application on the terminal device exits running,
detect whether CPU load of the terminal is less than a
first preset threshold; if yes, detect whether effective
memory of the terminal is greater than a second preset
threshold; and if yes, obtain the package name of the
second application. In a preferred implementation, the
first preset threshold may be 60%, and the second preset
threshold may be 800 M.
[0102] In the foregoing embodiment provided in the
present invention, optionally, the prompt information for
the first application includes one or more of the following

information: a Toast toast, a permission selection box,
notification bar information, and a floating window; and
the processor 480 is specifically configured to intercept
different prompt information in the prompt information for
the first application in different interception manners,
where
an interception manner for the Toast toast is: modifying
an NMS (Notification Manager Service notification man-
ager service) module and skipping creating a toast;
an interception manner for the permission selection box
is: directly skipping an AMS (Activity Manager Service
activity manager service) module, and skipping display-
ing the permission selection box;
an interception manner for the notification bar information
is: modifying the NMS module, and directly deleting the
notification bar information; and
an interception manner for the floating window is: modi-
fying a WMS (Window Manager Service window manag-
er service) module, and setting a window of the floating
window to be invisible.
[0103] Therefore, the prompt information for the first
application is intercepted, so that different types of
prompt information do not pop up to divert attention of
the user in a process of starting the application in the
background, thereby improving overall user experience.
[0104] In the foregoing embodiment provided in the
present invention, optionally, the processor 480 is further
specifically configured to:

obtain information about the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion, where the information about the second appli-
cation includes: a version, a version number, a de-
veloper, and developer vendor information of the
second application; and
obtain the process name of the second application
based on the information about the second applica-
tion.

[0105] The method and apparatus for silently starting
an application in background and the terminal device pro-
vided in the embodiments of the present invention are
described above in detail. Although the principles and
implementations of the present invention are described
by using specific examples in this specification, the fore-
going descriptions of the embodiments are only intended
to help understand the method and core idea of the meth-
od of the present invention. Meanwhile, a person of or-
dinary skill in the art may make modifications to the spe-
cific implementations and application range according to
the idea of the present invention. In conclusion, the con-
tent of the specification should not be construed as a
limitation on the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for silently starting an application in back-
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ground, comprising:

monitoring running statuses of applications on
a terminal; and
when it is detected that a first application exits
running, determining whether the first applica-
tion is a silently started application; and if yes,
intercepting prompt information for the first ap-
plication, wherein the first application is any one
of the applications on the terminal, and the si-
lently started application is an application re-
corded in a silent application list.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the
determining whether the first application is a silently
started application, and after the monitoring running
statuses of applications on a terminal, the method
further comprises:

obtaining, when it is detected that a second ap-
plication exits running, a package name of the
second application;
obtaining a process name of the second appli-
cation based on the package name of the sec-
ond application;
obtaining a process record of the second appli-
cation based on the process name of the second
application; and
restarting the second application based on the
process record of the second application, and
recording the package name of the second ap-
plication into the silent application list after the
second application is successfully started,
wherein the second application is any one of the
applications on the terminal.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the ob-
taining, when it is detected that a second application
exits running, a package name of the second appli-
cation comprises:
when it is detected that the second application exits
running, detecting whether CPU load of the terminal
is less than a first preset threshold; if yes, detecting
whether effective memory of the terminal is greater
than a second preset threshold; and if yes, obtaining
the package name of the second application.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the prompt information for the first applica-
tion comprises one or more of the following informa-
tion: a Toast toast, a permission selection box, noti-
fication bar information, and a floating window; and
the intercepting prompt information for the first ap-
plication comprises:

intercepting different prompt information in the
prompt information for the first application in dif-
ferent interception manners, wherein

an interception manner for the Toast toast is:
modifying an NMS (Notification Manager Serv-
ice notification manager service) module and
skipping creating a toast;
an interception manner for the permission se-
lection box is: directly skipping an AMS (Activity
Manager Service activity manager service)
module, and skipping displaying the permission
selection box;
an interception manner for the notification bar
information is: modifying the NMS module, and
directly deleting the notification bar information;
and
an interception manner for the floating window
is: modifying a WMS (Window Manager Service
window manager service) module, and setting
a window of the floating window to be invisible.

5. The method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein the
obtaining a process name of the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion comprises:

obtaining information about the second applica-
tion based on the package name of the second
application, wherein the information about the
second application comprises: a version, a ver-
sion number, a developer, and developer ven-
dor information of the second application; and
obtaining the process name of the second ap-
plication based on the information about the sec-
ond application.

6. An apparatus for silently starting an application in
background, comprising:

a monitoring module, configured to monitor run-
ning statuses of applications on a terminal; and
a prompt information interception module, con-
figured to: when it is detected that a first appli-
cation exits running, determine whether the first
application is a silently started application; and
if yes, intercept prompt information for the first
application, wherein the first application is any
one of the applications on the terminal, and the
silently started application is an application re-
corded in a silent application list.

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the ap-
paratus further comprises: a silent application list
generation module, configured to:

obtain, when the monitoring module detects that
a second application exits running, a package
name of the second application;
obtain a process name of the second application
based on the package name of the second ap-
plication;
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obtain a process record of the second applica-
tion based on the process name of the second
application; and
restart the second application based on the
process record of the second application, and
record the package name of the second appli-
cation into the silent application list after the sec-
ond application is successfully started, wherein
the second application is any one of the appli-
cations on the terminal.

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the si-
lent application list generation module is further con-
figured to:
when the monitoring module detects that the second
application exits running, detect whether CPU load
of the terminal is less than a first preset threshold; if
yes, detect whether effective memory of the terminal
is greater than a second preset threshold; and if yes,
obtain the package name of the second application.

9. The apparatus according to any one of claims 6 to
8, wherein the prompt information for the first appli-
cation comprises one or more of the following infor-
mation: a Toast toast, a permission selection box,
notification bar information, and a floating window;
and
the prompt information interception module is spe-
cifically configured to intercept different prompt in-
formation in the prompt information for the first ap-
plication in different interception manners, wherein
an interception manner for the Toast toast is: modi-
fying an NMS (Notification Manager Service notifi-
cation manager service) module and skipping creat-
ing a toast;
an interception manner for the permission selection
box is: directly skipping an AMS (Activity Manager
Service activity manager service) module, and skip-
ping displaying the permission selection box;
an interception manner for the notification bar infor-
mation is: modifying the NMS module, and directly
deleting the notification bar information; and
an interception manner for the floating window is:
modifying a WMS (Window Manager Service win-
dow manager service) module, and setting a window
of the floating window to be invisible.

10. The apparatus according to claim 7 or 8, wherein the
silent application list generation module is further
configured to:

obtain information about the second application
based on the package name of the second ap-
plication, wherein the information about the sec-
ond application comprises: a version, a version
number, a developer, and developer vendor in-
formation of the second application; and
obtain the process name of the second applica-

tion based on the information about the second
application.

11. A terminal device for silently starting an application
in background, comprising a processor and a mem-
ory, wherein
the processor is configured to: monitor running sta-
tuses of applications on a terminal; and when it is
detected that a first application exits running, deter-
mine whether the first application is a silently started
application; and if yes, intercept prompt information
for the first application, wherein the first application
is any one of the applications on the terminal, and
the silently started application is an application re-
corded in a silent application list; and
the memory is configured to store the silent applica-
tion list.

12. The terminal device according to claim 11, wherein
the processor is further configured to obtain, when
it is detected that a second application exits running,
a package name of the second application;
obtain a process name of the second application
based on the package name of the second applica-
tion;
obtain a process record of the second application
based on the process name of the second applica-
tion; and
restart the second application based on the process
record of the second application, and record the
package name of the second application into the si-
lent application list after the second application is
successfully started, wherein the second application
is any one of the applications on the terminal.

13. The terminal device according to claim 12, wherein
the processor is specifically configured to: when it is
detected that the second application exits running,
detect whether CPU load of the terminal is less than
a first preset threshold; if yes, detect whether effec-
tive memory of the terminal is greater than a second
preset threshold; and if yes, obtain the package
name of the second application.

14. The terminal device according to any one of claims
11 to 13, wherein the prompt information for the first
application comprises one or more of the following
information: a Toast toast, a permission selection
box, notification bar information, and a floating win-
dow; and specifically, the processor is configured to
intercept different prompt information in the prompt
information for the first application in different inter-
ception manners, wherein
an interception manner for the Toast toast is: modi-
fying an NMS (Notification Manager Service notifi-
cation manager service) module and skipping creat-
ing a toast;
an interception manner for the permission selection
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box is: directly skipping an AMS (Activity Manager
Service activity manager service) module, and skip-
ping displaying the permission selection box;
an interception manner for the notification bar infor-
mation is: modifying the NMS module, and directly
deleting the notification bar information; and
an interception manner for the floating window is:
modifying a WMS (Window Manager Service win-
dow manager service) module, and setting a window
of the floating window to be invisible.

15. The terminal device according to claim 12 or 13,
wherein the processor is specifically configured to:

obtain information about the second application
based on the package name of the second ap-
plication, wherein the information about the sec-
ond application comprises: a version, a version
number, a developer, and developer vendor in-
formation of the second application; and
obtain the process name of the second applica-
tion based on the information about the second
application.
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